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Abstract
Virtual heritage reconstructions usually focus on displaying architecture or artefacts, with virtual
humans playing only minor roles. In the real world, however, such places are, or have been,
populated. We introduce a virtual crowd into the real-time 3D reconstruction of a complex her-
itage edifice to increase the realism of the reconstructed scene. We create a virtual population of
worshippers performing morning Namaz prayer inside a virtual mosque. We use a rule behav-
ior system allowing flexible representation of a complex scenario relatively easily adaptable to
different edifices or different numbers of persons.
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1 Introduction
With the increase of computers’ speed and availability of powerful and affordable
graphic cards in the recent years, virtual reality applications became feasible in a
broader range of disciplines. Virtual 3D reconstructions of ancient towns, buildings,
artefacts, or natural landscapes provide an interesting way of preserving world’s cul-
tural and natural heritage.
Virtual heritage reconstructions usually focus on creating visual representations of
monuments or buildings, such as cathedrals, with virtual humans playing only a minor
role. Usually there is a single "tour guide" [3][4], or virtual humans are more artefacts
than living beings such as Xian terra-cotta warriors [5][9] or Egyptian mummies [2].
In the real world, however, most of the reconstructed places are, or have been, popu-
lated by smaller or larger number of people - worshippers prayed in cathedrals, druids
performed their ceremonies in Stonehenge, gladiators combated in Colosseum in front
of spectator crowds.
Although early virtual heritage works have been critised for their lack of visual
realism [1], nowadays advances in computer hardware and sophisticated 3D modelling
packages allow to create compelling visualisations of static objects. Yet, while photo-
realistic architecture reconstructions can be impressive, most of the times they lack
dynamic elements such as virtual humans or animals.
We aim to increase the realism of the reconstructed edifices by recreating life in-
side architectural models. Our work is done in the context of the CAHRISMA project,
which aimes to create Hybrid Architectural Heritage, where not only visual, but also
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Fig. 1: Crowd performing praying in the Sokullu mosque.
acoustical aspects of the heritage are reconstructed. We integrate a virtual crowd sim-
ulation [7] into a real-time photo realistic simulation of complex heritage edifices [6].
We simulate a crowd of virtual humans able to move and interact within a virtual en-
vironment. We create a virtual population of worshippers performing morning Namaz
prayer inside a virtual mosque (see Figure 1).
2 System design
Our crowd simulation is built as a part of the VHD++ development framework. The
VHD++ framework provides components, which allow, for example, loading and dis-
playing of VRML models, animating H-Anim compatible humanoid models, or 3D
sound playback. The application is constructed as a particular set of these software
components, working on a particular set of data.
The crowd component is responsible for the generation of behaviors of virtual hu-
mans. It allows to initialise a population of virtual human agents and then generates
in the real-time sequences of actions, such as playing of pre-recorded body or facial
animation keyframed sequence, walking to particular location using walking motion
model, or playing a sound.
The behavior of the agents is computed by a combination of rules and finite state
machines: on the higher level, rules select behaviors appropriate for the state of the
simulation; and on the lower level, finite state machines generate sequences of actions.
The state of the agent is constitued by an arbitrary number of attributes. Events pro-
vide a mean of communication between agents, perception of the environment, and
interaction with objects and the user. An important part of the system is a model of the
environment containing, for example, semantic information about the space, such as lo-
cation of doors, or areas accessible for walking and praying. More detailed description
of the employed behavior model can be found in [7].
The crowd module allows construction of scenarios defined by a set of behavioral
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rules, such as a crowd of worshippers coming to the mosque and performing the reli-
gious ceremony.
3 Scenario creation
In the context of the CAHRISMA project, our goal was to enhance the realism of recon-
structed Sinan’s mosques by adding realistic animated virtual humans to architectural
models. The scenario of a morning Namaz prayer was selected as a representation of a
typical activity taking place in simulated mosques.
We based the reconstruction of the scenario on video and audio recordings of the
actual ceremony. As the first step, we created a structured transcription of the ritual,
serving as a further guide for the creation of behavioral rules and the selection of motion
sequences and sound clips to be recorded.
VRML models of virtual humans have been created using 3D Studio Max mod-
elling package using a custom plug-in for creating H-Anim compatible hierarchies. As
there is a fixed number of polygons possible to be displayed for a particular frame up-
date rate, the polygon count was the constraining factor for creation of human models.
The fixed number of polygons have to be divided between the model of the scene and
the models of the humans. We opted for creating human models of different com-
plexities ? more complex ones, with around three thousand polygons, for persons
with specific roles in the ceremony, such as imam or muezzin, and less complex ones,
with around one thousand polygons, for the rest of worshippers. The higher polygon
count of “more significant” human models comes mainly due to higher complexity
of their facial area, as these models have roles requiring them to perform facial ani-
mations. Sounds have been extracted from the audio recording of the ceremony, and
corresponding FAP facial animations have been created.
Motion sequences of various parts of the ceremony have been produced by a motion
capture of a person performing Namaz prayer. For a convincing scenario, crowd should
not look too uniform in the motion: a higher level of variety is needed [8]. Because it
would not be feasible to record all motions for every human, we reused a single motion
captured animation clip for multiple virtual humans, and the illusion of variety was
created by a rule system.
The rule system has two main roles: first, it is responsible for orchestration of the
scenario; and second, it helps with creating the variety by generating slightly different
commands for the different agents, even while they are executing the same set of rules.
Tools for achieving variety are: differences in the durations of the actions; slightly
shifted starts of the actions; and the selection of the animations corresponding to the
particular action randomly from a set of similar animations.
Most rules are shared by all the agents; some agents with specific roles, such as
imam or muezzin have additional, role specific, rules. Sharing a significant number of
rules by many agents proved to be important for the development and manageability
of the simulation, as eventual changes in the scenario did not have to be propagated to
many places in the rule set, leaving less space for errors and speeding-up the develop-
ment.
Behavioral rules in conjunction with the model of the environment provide a flexi-
ble way of representing complex behaviors. One of the requirements of the CAHRISMA
project was, that several mosques would be reconstructed. Each mosque, however, is
different, with a different size and a different layout of the building. So even while on
the higher level of description, the scenario of a morning Namaz is the same for each
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Fig. 2: Crowd enters Sokullu mosque
mosque, lower level details, such as the exact location and exact timing of the actions,
are different.
To construct these multiple similar scenarios by a linear script would require un-
necessary repetitive work prone to errors. The rule system has the advantage over the
simpler script to allow specifying behavior on the level of logical units instead of ab-
solute actions with absolute timings. For example, the synchronization of worshippers
performing different steps of the praying sequence (as required by the ceremony) is
done by inter-agent communication via events. Each person is announcing the end of
the current step; a designated leader then observes when everybody finishes the current
step, and gives a command to proceed with the next one. Such representation of the
behavior is independent of the number of involved persons, or a particular length of the
animation clip.
Further flexibility comes from the use of the environmental model: the rules operate
on semantic information about the scene rather than on absolute coordinates of the
locations. For example, one of the rules states that before starting praying, the agent
has to pass through the door of the mosque, and then to arrive to the area designated
for praying (see Figure 2). This rule is equally valid for any of the mosques, as the
model of the environment supplies the correct absolute coordinates of the door and the
praying place.
4 Conclusions and future work
In this paper we presented our work on crowd simulation for virtual heritage. We intro-
duced a virtual crowd into the real-time 3D reconstruction of a complex heritage edifice
to increase the realism of the reconstructed scene. We created a virtual population of
worshippers performing morning Namaz prayer inside a virtual mosque. We used a
rule behavior system allowing flexible representation of a complex scenario relatively
easily adaptable to different edifices or different numbers of persons.
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We are currently working on extending interaction possibilities of the system using
multi-modal interface, where the user can interact with the crowd for example by voice
recognition. Another possible extension is the use of the level of details, which would
allow to increase the number of visualized virtual humans.
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